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We investigate a Mach-Zehnder interferometer fed by two time-dependently driven single-particle sources,
one of them placed in front of the interferometer, the other in the center of one of the arms. As long as the two
sources are operated independently, the signal at the output of the interferometer shows an interference pattern,
which we analyze in the spectral current, in the charge and energy currents, as well as in the charge current noise.
The synchronization of the two sources in this specifically designed setup allows for collisions and absorptions of
particles at different points of the interferometer, which have a strong impact on the detected signals. It introduces
further relevant time scales and can even lead to a full suppression of the interference in some of the discussed
quantities. The complementary interpretations of this phenomenon in terms of spectral properties and tunable
two-particle effects (absorptions and quantum exchange effects) are put forward in this paper.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The coherent emission of single particles into a nano-
electronic circuit can be realized by the time-dependent
modulation of mesoscopic structures. Recently, the creation
of Lorentzian current pulses carrying exactly one electron
charge [1–3], the realization of periodically driven mesoscopic
capacitors as single-particle sources by time-dependent gat-
ing [4–6], the emission of particles from quantum dots with
surface-acoustic waves [7–9], as well as particle emission
from dynamical quantum dots [10–13] have been intensively
studied. Nanoelectronic devices fed by these single-particle
sources allow for the observation of controlled and tunable
quantum-interference and multiple-particle effects and even
for the combination of both [6,14–28].
A useful tool to observe quantum-interference effects
in an electronic system is a Mach-Zehnder interferometer
(MZI) [29–36], as sketched in Fig. 1(a), which can be realized
by edge states in quantum Hall systems with the help of
quantum point contacts (QPCs). It has been shown that the
investigation of the output current of an MZI, when fed by
a single-particle source (SPS), such as the one realized by
Fe`ve et al. [4] [see also Fig. 1(b)], allows for the extraction of
an electronic single-particle coherence time. More generally,
it carries interesting new features of coherence properties of
the traveling particles [37,38]. The combination of several
of these sources makes it possible to study controlled two-
particle effects, for example, the electronic analog of the
Hong-Ou-Mandel effect [16,25,39,40] which was realized
experimentally by Bocquillon et al. [6] and Dubois et al. [1].
The combination of several MZIs and SPSs is a possibility to
create and detect time-bin entanglement [18,41,42]. However,
the impact of controlled multiple-particle effects on the
interference pattern detected in electronic interferometers was
studied only sparsely [22,43] and leaves a number of open
questions concerning the interplay of the two effects.
In this work, we investigate an MZI into which particles
are injected from an SPS, such that quantum interference
effects can be detected at the interferometer output. The signal
detected at the output shows intriguing features due to the
energy-dependent transmission of the MZI. Subsequently, a
second SPS is introduced injecting particles after the first
SPS. Particularly interesting is the case when the second SPS
injects particles into one of the interferometer arms, only.
The setup is chosen such that two-particle effects, namely
the collision and absorption of particles [17], can be observed
in different parts of the interferometer. We use this setup to
carefully investigate the occurrence of tunable two-particle
effects from synchronized SPSs in an electronic MZI, as shown
in Fig. 1(a). The particle emission (and absorption) from the
second source has a tunable impact on the interference effects
obtained from the signal of the first SPS. In order to visualize
this impact, we study the spectral properties of the detected
signal, the charge and energy currents [44], as well as the
charge-current noise [45], based on a Floquet scattering-matrix
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic of an electronic MZI. Trans-
port takes place along edge states (black lines; arrows indicate their
chirality). Quantum point contacts QPCL and QPCR act as beam
splitters. All the reservoirs are grounded and particles are injected
into the system by two single-particle sources SPSA and SPSB. Charge
and energy currents are measured at reservoir 4. (b) Schematic of an
SPS, which is realized by a mesoscopic capacitor. It is implemented
as a circular edge state and periodically driven by a potential Uk(t),
emitting one electron and one hole per period.
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approach [46]. We here neglect Coulomb interaction, which
can lead to relaxation and decoherence [47] of the injected
single particles and which is expected to modify our results at
most on a quantitative level [48].
Importantly, the observables that we investigate theoret-
ically in this paper can be envisaged to be studied also in
experiments. Indeed, the charge current and charge-current
noise of SPSs in quantum Hall devices was recently mea-
sured [6,21,26,49]. Measurements of the spectral current
in the stationary regime in edge states out of equilibrium
have been presented in Ref. [50]. Also, energy-resolved
currents of time-dependently driven single-electron sources
were measured [12,13] and give access to the spectral current
as well as to the energy current. Measurements of interference
effects in energy or heat currents via changes in the reservoir
temperature were detected in a stationary superconducting
interferometer [51].
The theoretical study presented here investigates in detail
the effect of a coherent suppression of interference appearing
when the two SPSs are properly synchronized. This effect
allows for two complementary types of interpretation, related
to the spectral properties and to the particle nature of the
injected signals. The spectral current gives an insight into the
behavior of plane waves as the constituents of the complex
signal of the MZI with one or two sources. The reason for this
is that the spectral current yields information on the energy-
resolved interference pattern. With the knowledge on these
spectral properties we can explain the features occurring in
the energy-integrated charge and energy currents. At the same
time, we show that it is in certain cases useful to explain the
suppression of interference in the charge and energy current by
the occurrence of two-particle effects: the placement of SPSB
in the lower arm of the interferometer introduces the possibility
of tunable particle collisions and absorptions permitting us to
distinguish the paths traversed by the particles (which-path
information). In order to reliably investigate the impact of
two-particle effects (namely through absorption and quantum
exchange), we analyze the charge-current noise, obtained from
a correlation function of two current operators, which is hence
able to capture two-particle physics directly.
The paper is organized as follows. We introduce the system
and the investigated observables, as well as the scattering-
matrix approach employed by us in Sec. II. The presentation
of results starts with the spectral current, the charge and the
energy current for the case of an interferometer fed by one SPS
only, in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, this is followed by a study of the
same quantities in an MZI where particles from two SPSs can
collide or where particles can get absorbed. Finally, results for
the charge-current noise are shown in Sec. V. In the Appendix,
all relevant analytic results which are not presented explicitly
in the main text are summarized.
II. MODEL AND TECHNIQUE
A. Mach-Zehnder interferometer with two
single-particle sources
The electronic analog of an MZI, as sketched in Fig. 1(a),
can be realized in a two-dimensional electron gas in the
quantum Hall regime [29,30,32]. In these setups, transport
takes place along spin-polarized, chiral edge states depicted as
black lines in Fig. 1(a), where arrows indicate their chirality.
Two quantum point contacts QPC,  = L,R, with energy-
independent transmission (reflection) amplitudes t (r) and
the related transmission (reflection) probabilities T = |t|2
(R = |r|2) act as beam splitters. The incoming electronic
signal is reflected or transmitted at QPCL, into the upper
arm (u) or the lower arm (d) of the interferometer, with the
respective length Lu and Ld. At QPCR the signal is finally
reflected or transmitted into reservoir 3 or 4. Assuming a linear
dispersion with the drift velocity vD, the traversal time of the
interferometer arms is given by τu = Lu/vD and τd = Ld/vD.
The interferometer is penetrated by a magnetic flux 0. There-
fore, the phase acquired by the electronic wave function due to
the propagation along the upper and the lower arms is given by
φu/d = u/d + Eτu/d/ with the energy-dependent dynamical
phase Eτu/d/ and the energy-independent part u/d, including
the magnetic-flux contribution 0. The energy and charge
currents observed at the detector are known to depend on the
difference between the two phases φ(E,) =  + Eτ/
with  = u − d and the detuning τ = τu − τd of the
traversal times of the interferometer, which is a measure of
the imbalance of the interferometer. We assume the extensions
of the MZI to be smaller than the dephasing length, which
can be limited due to environment- and interaction-induced
effects [52–56]. The electronic reservoirs α = 1,2,3,4 are
at temperature θ and they are grounded at the equilibrium
chemical potential μ, which we take as the zero of energy
from here on.
Particles (electrons and holes) are injected into the MZI by
means of a controllable single-particle source SPSA situated
at the channel incoming from reservoir 1. A second single-
particle emitter SPSB is placed at the lower arm at Ld/2. We
take the SPSs to be mesoscopic capacitors which are time-
dependently driven by periodic gate potentials as sketched
in Fig. 1(b), inspired by the experimental realization by Fe`ve
et al. [4]. These source, denoted by SPSk , with k = A,B, consist
of a quantum dot with a discrete spectrum, weakly coupled
to an edge state through a QPCk . A periodically oscillating
time-dependent gate voltage Uk(t), with period T = 2π/

and frequency 
, moves the energy levels of the respective
quantum dot, such that one of the levels is subsequently driven
above and below the electrochemical potential μ. This triggers
the emission of an electron from source k = A,B at time tek ,
during one half of the driving period, and the emission of a
hole (which is equivalent to the absorption of an electron) at a
time thk during the other half of the period.
This particle emission from SPSk leads to current pulses
carrying one electron or one hole. The injection of current
pulses from SPSA into the MZI results in an interference
pattern in the detected observables at the output of the
interferometer [24,27]. This is in contrast to the current pulses
emitted from SPSB which travel along the lower arm only and
therefore do not create an interference pattern on their own.
However, the synchronization of the two sources, obtained
by tuning the phase difference between the two driving poten-
tials Uk(t), influences the interference pattern drastically [22].
The synchronization of the two sources results in collisions
of particles (i.e., the overlap of current pulses carrying an
electron each, respectively carrying a hole each) at SPSB
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or QPCR or in an absorption process (i.e., the overlap of
a current pulse carrying an electron with a current pulse
carrying a hole) at SPSB. It has been shown in Ref. [22]
that these collisions and absorptions add a nontrivial phase
to the interference pattern in the time-resolved current at the
detector at the output of the MZI, which can even lead to
the full suppression of interference in the detected average
charge current. Of particular relevance for these synchronized
two-particle events are the two time differences tijd , t
ij
u .
The first one is the difference between the time at which
a particle i = e,h emitted from SPSA traveling the lower
arm arrives at SPSB and the emission time of a particle j =
e,h at SPSB, tijd ≡ t iA − t jB + τd/2. The second one is the
difference between the time at which a particle i emitted from
SPSA traveling the upper arm arrives at QPCR and the time
at which a particle j emitted from SPSB arrives at QPCR,
t
ij
u ≡ t iA − t jB + τu − τd/2.
B. Scattering-matrix formalism
We describe the transport properties of the above introduced
system with the help of a Floquet scattering-matrix formalism.
Due to the time-periodic modulation of the SPSs, coherent
inelastic scattering can take place. Thus, the scattering
matrix elements Sαβ(En,Em), connect the incoming currents
from reservoir β at energy Em = E + m
 to the outgoing
currents at reservoir α at energy En = E + n
 differing
from the incoming energy by an integer multiple n − m of the
energy quantum 
 given by the driving frequency (Floquet
quanta) [46]. These scattering matrices can be conveniently
written in terms of the partial Fourier transforms
Sαβ(En,Em) =
∫ T
0
dt
T e
i(n−m)
tSin,αβ(t,Em), (1a)
Sαβ(En,Em) =
∫ T
0
dt
T e
−i(n−m)
tSout,αβ(En,t). (1b)
Here, Sin,αβ(t,Em) is the dynamical scattering amplitude for
a current signal incoming from reservoir β at energy Em to
be detected at a time t at reservoir α, while Sout,αβ(En,t) is
the dynamical scattering matrix for a current signal incoming
from reservoir β at time t to be found at energy En at reservoir
α [5].
In this work, we are interested in the regime of adiabatic
driving, namely, where the dwell time of a particle in the
mesoscopic capacitor constituting the SPS is much smaller
than the modulation period T of the driving potential [17].
Note that this is an assumption on the time scales describing
the SPSs and their driving only, and does not concern the time
scales describing the traversal of the interferometer which can
be of arbitrary magnitude. The result is that time-dependent
current pulses of Lorentzian shape are emitted into the MZI.
This is similar to the recently realized “levitons,” [1] which
are of Lorentzian shape as well. In the adiabatic regime, the
dynamical scattering matrices describing the subsystem of
an SPS, Sk(t) for k = A,B, are energy independent on the
scale of the driving frequency and Sin,k(t,E) = Sin,k(t,μ) =
Sout,k(E,t) = Sout,k(μ,t) ≡ Sk(t). For weak coupling and slow
driving of the sources, these scattering matrices are given
by [16]
Sk(t) = nek
t − tek + iσk
t − tek − iσk
+ nhk
t − thk − iσk
t − thk + iσk
. (2)
The emission times of electrons and holes t ik and the width
of the emitted current pulses σk are directly related to the
properties of the sources and are thus tunable [17]. We
introduced the variables nik in order to distinguish whether
the emission of an electron or of a hole is treated. This
variable takes the value ne/hk = 1 if a time interval where
an electron/hole is emitted from source k is considered, and
ne/hk = 0 otherwise. We assume that electron and hole emission
happen at times, which differ from each other by much more
than the pulse width σk , |tek − thk |  σk , meaning that the
different current pulses emitted from the same source are well
separated. The scattering matrices of the full system including
the MZI and SPSs are given in Appendix A.
C. Observables
In this paper, we study the impact of two-particle effects on
the flux dependence of the charge current, the energy current,
and their spectral functions, as well as on the zero-frequency
charge-current noise. In this section, we introduce the studied
observables.
We start from the time-resolved charge [57] and energy
[58–60] current operators in lead α, ˆIα(t), and ˆJα(t), defined as
ˆIα(t) = −e
h
∫ ∞
−∞
dE
∫ ∞
−∞
dE′ei(E−E
′)t/
ˆiα(E,E′), (3)
ˆJα(t) = 1
h
∫ ∞
−∞
dE
∫ ∞
−∞
dE′ei(E−E
′)t/
[ (E + E′)
2
]
ˆiα(E,E′).
(4)
Note that in this setup the energy current with respect to the
electrochemical potential μ equals the heat current since no
voltages or temperature gradients are applied. Here, we intro-
duced the operator ˆiα(E,E′) = [ ˆb†α(E) ˆbα(E′) − aˆ†α(E)aˆα(E′)],
and the electron charge −e. The creation and annihilation
operators ˆb†α(E) and ˆbα(E) of particles incident in reservoir
α are related to the respective operators for particles emitted
from reservoir β onto the scattering region aˆ†β (E) and aˆβ(E)
through the Floquet scattering matrix introduced in the
previous section by
ˆb†α(E) =
∑
β
∞∑
n=−∞
S∗αβ(E,En)aˆ†β(En) (5)
(and equivalently for the annihilation operators).
We are interested in the time-averaged charge and energy
currents ¯Iα and ¯Jα , which are given by the time integral over
the expectation values of Eqs. (3) and (4):
¯Iα =
∫ T
0
dt
T 〈
ˆIα(t)〉, (6)
¯Jα =
∫ T
0
dt
T 〈
ˆJα(t)〉. (7)
Here, 〈. . . 〉 indicates a quantum-statistical average. The
quantum-statistical average of particles incoming from the
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reservoirs is given by the Fermi function f (E) = [1 +
exp(E/kBθ )]−1, namely, the equilibrium distribution function
of the reservoirs 〈aˆ†α(E)aˆα(E′)〉 = f (E)δ(E − E′). Substitut-
ing Eq. (5) into Eqs. (3) and (4) and taking the time average
of the expectation values as given in Eqs. (6) and (7), we find
¯Iα = −e
h
∫ ∞
−∞
dE iα(E), (8)
¯Jα = 1
h
∫ ∞
−∞
dE E iα(E). (9)
The excess-energy distribution function iα(E), which we
also refer to as the spectral current, entering the two current
expressions is given by [46,50]
iα(E) =
∫ T
0
dt
T
∫ ∞
−∞
dE′ei(E−E
′)t/ 〈ˆiα(E,E′)〉
=
∑
β
∞∑
n=−∞
|Sαβ(E,En)|2[f (En) − f (E)]. (10)
It describes the distribution of electron and hole excitations
with respect to the Fermi sea incident in reservoir α.1 In the
following, we focus on the zero-temperature regime. The
Fermi functions are therefore replaced by sharp step functions
[f (En) − f (E)] → [(−En) − (−E)].
Finally, we are interested in the zero-frequency charge-
current noise [45], which is known to be sensitive to two-
particle effects
Pαβ = 12
∫ T
0
dt ′
T
∫ ∞
−∞
d(t − t ′)
×[〈 ˆIα(t) ˆIβ(t ′) + ˆIβ(t ′) ˆIα(t)〉 − 2〈 ˆIα(t)〉〈 ˆIβ(t ′)〉].
(11)
In the limit of zero temperature, the expression for the
zero-frequency noise power assumes a rather compact form.
Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (11), we find
Pαβ = e
2
2h
∞∑
m=−∞
sign(m)
∫ 0
−m

dE
∫ T
0
dt
T
∫ T
0
dt ′
T e
im
(t ′−t)
×
∑
γ,δ
[S∗αγ (t,E)Sαδ(t,Em)S∗βδ(t ′,Em)Sβγ (t ′,E)]. (12)
In what follows, all currents are evaluated at the detector
situated at reservoir α = 4. We thus suppress the reservoir
index, taking i4(E) ≡ i(E), ¯I4 ≡ ¯I , ¯J4 ≡ ¯J . Furthermore,
we are interested in the cross-correlation function of charge
currents, for which we haveP34 = P43 ≡ P . Note that the time
average over one period will always include electron as well as
hole contributions from the different time-dependently driven
SPSs. We will in the next sections separate the contributions
by adding superscripts e and h to the considered quantities
and by using the variables ne/hk , previously introduced in the
context of Eq. (2), to highlight the origin of the different terms
stemming from electron and hole contributions.
1The energy-resolved spectral current should not be confused with
the time-resolved current pulses studied, e.g., in Ref. [22].
III. SINGLE-PARTICLE INTERFERENCE:
WAVE-PACKET PICTURE
It is instructive to first consider the situation, where SPSB
is switched off and the signal injected into the MZI from
SPSA leads to an interference pattern in the detected signal
in reservoir 4. The excess-energy distribution function (or
spectral current) at the detector reads as
iMZI,A(E,) = iclMZI,A(E) + i intMZI,A(E,), (13a)
where the classical part and the interference part, which
oscillates as a function of the magnetic-flux-dependent phase
φ(E,), are given by
iclMZI,A(E) = (RLRR + TLTR)
[
ieA(E) + ihA(E)
]
, (13b)
i intMZI,A(E,) = −2γ cos φ(E,)
[
ieA(E) + ihA(E)
]
. (13c)
Here, we have defined γ = t∗LrLtRr∗R =
√
TLTRRLRR. The
excess-energy distribution function contains both electronlike
and holelike contributions from the emission of the different
types of particles from SPSA. The particles injected by
SPSA into the edge states are described by the excess-energy
distribution functions [15]
ieA(E) = (E)neA2
σAe−2EσA/, (14)
ihA(E) = −(−E)nhA2
σAe2EσA/ (15)
of electronlike and holelike excitations, with contributions in
the positive, respectively the negative, energy range, only. Note
that, according to the definition given in Eq. (10), the excess-
energy distribution function of the holelike excitations ihα(E)
is always negative, which is consistent with the interpretation
of a “hole” as a missing electron in the Fermi sea.2
The term iclMZI,A(E) [see Eq. (13b)] is of classical nature
and it is given by the sum of contributions from particles
reaching the detector after traveling the upper or the lower
arm with a probability RLRR, respectively TLTR. In contrast,
i intMZI,A(E,) [see Eq. (13c)] shows the wave nature of the
emitted signals. It is due to the interference between waves
propagating along the upper and the lower arms. In the almost
perfectly balanced case τ  σA, shown in Fig. 2(a), we
see the flux dependence of the electronic contribution to
the excess-energy distribution function ieMZI,A(E,), which is
exponentially suppressed for increasing energies on the energy
scale given by the inverse of the pulse width /σA. In contrast,
for a strongly unbalanced interferometer τ  σA, as shown
in Fig. 2(b), also the energy-dependent part Eτ/ of the
phase φ(E,) starts to play an important role leading to
exponentially damped, fast energy-dependent oscillations in
the spectral current. This goes along with a phase shift between
the different energy contributions. In Fig. 2(c), where we show
phase- and energy-dependent cuts through the plot in Fig. 2(b),
this behavior is clearly visible.
2When introducing the magnetic field, which determines the direc-
tion of propagation of the chiral edge states, as an additional variable
to the excess-energy distribution function, the equality ieα(E,B) =
−ihα(−E,−B) relates the excess-energy distribution function of
electrons ieα to the one of holes ihα .
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Electronic part of the excess-energy dis-
tribution function ieMZI,A(E,) as a function of the energy E
in units of /σA and the magnetic-flux-dependent phase .
(a) Almost perfectly balanced interferometer, with τ = 0.01σA.
(b) Unbalanced interferometer, with τ = 20σA. (c) Cuts through
the 3D plot of (b) at different energies E and phases . In all plots,
the transmission probabilities are given by TL = TR = 0.5.
The energy dependence of the interference part of the
excess-energy distribution function is the electron analog of
the so-called channeled spectrum known from optics [28]. This
energy dependence leads to dramatic differences for the charge
and energy currents, namely the energy-integrated quantities,
between the case of a balanced and a strongly unbalanced
interferometer. The analytic results for the time-averaged
charge and energy currents, consisting of the sum of an
electronic and a holelike contribution, are given by
¯IMZI,A
−e/T = (RLRR + TLTR)
(
neA − nhA
)
− 2γ Re
{
e−i
(
neA
−2iσA
τ − 2iσA
− nhA
2iσA
τ + 2iσA
)}
, (16)
I¯
e M
Z
I,
A
[−
e T
]
J¯
eM
Z
I,A
[2σ
A T
]
Φ
0
0
0.5
1
2π 4π
Δτ = σA/2
Δτ = 5σA
Δτ = 20σA
FIG. 3. (Color online) Electronic part of the average charge
current ¯I eMZI,A (full lines) and of the average energy current ¯J eMZI,A
(dashed lines) as a function of the phase  for different values of the
detuning τ . The transmission probabilities are TL = TR = 0.5.
¯JMZI,A
/(2σAT ) = (RLRR + TLTR)
(
neA + nhA
)
− 2γ Re
{
e−i
[
neA
( −2iσA
τ − 2iσA
)2
+ nhA
(
2iσA
τ + 2iσA
)2]}
. (17)
These time-averaged charge and energy currents are obtained
from the energy integral over the excess-energy distribution
function. The equations show the sum of the electron and
hole contributions, which are indicated by factors neA and nhA
stemming from different parts of the driving cycle. When
considering a full period, both neA and nhA are equal to one.
Figure 3 shows their electronic contributions only [a full three-
dimensional (3D) plot as function of τ and  is shown in
Figs. 7(a) and 7(d); equivalent results are found for the holelike
contributions]. Importantly, when τ  σA, the interference
pattern, observed in the excess-energy distribution function is
clearly visible also in the charge and energy currents. However,
when τ  σA, the interference contributions to charge and
energy currents are strongly suppressed. This suppression
of the flux dependence can be understood as an averaging
effect of the phase-shifted contributions of the excess-energy
distribution function at different energies.
On the other hand, this suppression of interference is also a
manifestation of the particle nature of the injected signal, made
of a sequence of well-separated current pulses carrying exactly
one electron or one hole. It has been shown in Refs. [24,27]
that the width in time of these current pulses σA is directly
related to the single-particle coherence time of electrons and
holes. The latter can be read out by measuring the visibility of
the current signal detected at the output of an MZI: whenever
the detuning of the interferometer, characterized by τ , is
much larger than the single-particle coherence time σA, the
interference in the charge (and energy) current is suppressed.
In this case, the current pulses traveling along the upper and
the lower arms arrive at the detector in well-separated time
intervals and the signals from the two different paths are thus
distinguishable.
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The coexistence of these two interpretations is consistent
with the idea that, in quantum mechanics, a particle is
described by a wave packet, composed of a superposition of
plane waves at different energies.
Furthermore, from Eqs. (16) and (17), we see that the
contributions for electrons and holes have different weights
for finite detuning τ . This is related to the different energies
at which electronlike and holelike excitations occur and to the
energy-filtering properties of the MZI. Consequently, as soon
as the detuning is finite, the dc charge current at each of the
two outputs is finite, even though the charge current injected
by the SPSA into the MZI sums up to zero. As an additional
result of the finite detuning, a phase shift with respect to the
cos() dependence is introduced. The energy dependence of
the excess-energy distribution function, namely the channeled
spectrum, hence leads to charge and energy currents which
are in general out of phase. Therefore, it is possible to tune
the magnetic flux such that an electron is detected with a
higher probability in reservoir 4, while the energy detected
in reservoir 3 is on average larger than the one detected
in reservoir 4 (and vice versa). The different dependence
of the phase shift in charge and energy currents as well as
of the different suppression of the visibility as a function of
the detuning can easily be seen by rewriting their interference
contributions as
¯I
e,int
MZI,A
−e/T = −2γ
2σA√
τ 2 + 4σ 2A
[
neA cos( + ψI )
+ nhA cos( − ψI )
]
, (18)
¯J
e,int
MZI,A
/(2σAT ) = −2γ
4σ 2A
τ 2 + 4σ 2
[
neA cos( + ψJ )
+ nhA cos( − ψJ )
]
. (19)
The different phase shifts are (where for the energy current we
here give the explicit form for small detuning τ < 2σA)
ψI = arctan
(
τ
2σA
)
, (20)
ψJ = arctan
(
4σAτ
4σ 2A − τ 2
)
. (21)
Only when τ → 0, the phase difference φ becomes
energy independent in Eq. (13c), and we find ψI = ψJ =
0. Consequently, charge and energy currents are then in
phase.
Since the energy current ¯J = h−1 ∫∞−∞ dE Eiα(E) contains
an additional factor E in the integrand with respect to the
charge current, this quantity is more sensitive to the energy
dependence of the distribution function. Thus, it is also more
sensitive than the charge current to the variation of the interfer-
ometer imbalance showing interference suppression at smaller
τ values (see Fig. 3 for the electronic contributions to charge
and energy currents). The visibility extracted from Eq. (18) for
the charge current in the case of symmetric transmission of the
QPCs, namely, |I i,intMZI,A/I i,clMZI,A| = 2σA/
√
τ 2 + 4σ 2A indeed
decays slower with τ than the visibility extracted from
Eq. (19) for the energy current, namely, |J i,intMZI,A/J i,clMZI,A| =
4σ 2A/(τ 2 + 4σ 2A).
An MZI fed by a nonadiabatically driven SPS has recently
been studied by Ferraro et al. [28] in the framework of Wigner
functions. In that case, the excess-energy distribution function
of emitted particles ie/hA (E) is approximated by a Lorentzian
function. The system shows a qualitatively similar behavior to
the one described here. A closely related work by Hofer and
Flindt [43] focuses on the propagation of multielectron pulses
through a Mach-Zehnder interferometer.
IV. SYNCHRONIZED PARTICLE EMISSION
FROM TWO SOURCES
We now come to the main subject of our work, the influence
of the particle emission from SPSB on the interference pattern
of the currents at the output of the MZI. It has been shown
in Ref. [22] that the interference pattern in the time-resolved
current 〈 ˆI (t)〉, detected at the output of the MZI is subject
to a phase shift, which can take values between 0 and 2π ,
depending on the emission time of electrons or holes from
source B. This has as a consequence that the interference
effects in the time-averaged current ¯I , detected at the output
of the interferometer in every half period, get strongly
suppressed when the emission of the particles is synchronized
such that either particles emitted from SPSA can be absorbed
at SPSB or that particles of the same kind can collide at QPCR.
This synchronization of particles occurs as a perfect overlap of
the time-resolved wave packets emitted from the two sources.
A full absorption thus can occur when teA + τd/2 = thB (or thA +
τd/2 = teB), which corresponds to tehd = 0 (or thed = 0),
together with σA = σB. A full collision of electrons (or holes)
can occur when teA + τu = teB + τd/2 (or thA + τu = thB + τd/2),
which corresponds to teeu = 0 (or thhu = 0), together
with σA = σB.
Interestingly, the conditions for the averaging of the
time-resolved currents, leading to a full suppression of the
interference effects in the detected charge, allow for a
particularly interesting interpretation, which has been put
forward in Ref. [22]. This interpretation is based on which-
path information which can be acquired in the case that
particle collisions or absorptions occur due to an appropriate
synchronization of the two SPSs. In order to introduce this
interpretation in a nutshell, let us for the moment assume
for simplicity that the QPCs defining the MZI are both
semitransparent.
We first consider the situation where SPSA emits an
electron and SPSB a hole. Whenever the condition tehd = 0
is fulfilled, no particle arrives at any of the outputs, when the
electron emitted from source A takes the lower arm of the
MZI and gets absorbed. When the particle emitted from A
takes the upper arm, the average charge remains to be equal
to zero, however, fluctuations occur. This leads to which-path
information suppressing the interference effect: whenever
an electron or a hole is detected in one of the detectors, we
can conclude that the electron emitted from SPSA took the
upper arm.
Equally, when both SPSs emit electrons and the condition
teeu = 0 is fulfilled, these two electrons could collide at
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QPCR. When the electron emitted from source A travels along
the upper arm of the MZI, the two electrons, being in the
same state, would have to be scattered to the two opposite
outputs of the MZI at QPC R, due to fermion statistics [16]; in
the case that the particle emitted from A takes the lower arm
of the MZI, both particles can go to both outputs randomly.
This means that the average charge in each detector is always
−e independently of the traversed path, however, only when
the electron from SPSA took the lower arm, fluctuations can
occur. This again leads to which-path information leading to
an interference suppression: whenever 0 or 2 electrons arrive
in one of the detectors, we can conclude that the electron from
SPSA took the lower arm.
Note that this setup is very different from MZIs where
an interference suppression is reached by placing a voltage
probe [61] in one of the interferometer arms [55,62,63]. A
voltage probe acts as a which-path detector itself and leads to
dephasing. However, the presence of SPSB leads to a coherent
suppression of interference and which-path information can
be acquired only at the detectors at the outputs of the MZI,
thanks to the synchronized emission of particles from SPSB.
In the following, in addition to the charge current we will
investigate also the spectral current and the energy current of
the emitted signals as well as the charge-current noise with the
aim to extend the understanding of the impact of the above-
described multiparticle effects on the MZI signal.
A. Spectral properties
We start by considering the spectral currents for the case
where one source emits an electron and one source emits a hole,
allowing for the absorption of particles at SPSB, as well as the
case where both sources SPSA and SPSB emit the same kind
of particles, allowing for possible collisions between particles
in one half period. The synchronized emission from the two
sources goes along with inelastic scattering processes. More
specifically, scattering at the time-dependently driven SPSB
results in an energy increase or decrease in the scattering
process. This leads to a deformation of the spectral distribution
of the current as will be shown in the following.
1. Absorption of particles
In the case where particles of opposite type emitted
from the two sources are detected in the same half period,
absorptions can occur at source B and the spectral current is
given by
ieh(E,)
= RLRRieA(E) + RLTRihB(E)
+ TLTR
[
ihB(E) + ieA(E)
] (
1 − 4σAσB
tehd
2 + (σA + σB)2
)
−2γ ieA(E)Re
{
e−ie−iEτ/
(
1− 2iσB
tehd +i (σA+σB)
)}
.
(22)
ie
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Energy-distribution function ieh(E,)
shown for positive values of the energy E only, in the regime
where absorptions of electrons emitted by A are possible through
the emission of holes from B depending on the time difference t ehd .
Here, we take t ehd = 0.1σA and show ieh(E,) as a function of the
energy E in units of /σA and the magnetic-flux-dependent phase .
The interferometer is almost perfectly balanced τ = 0.01σA, the
pulse widths are assumed to be equal σA = σB, and the transmission
probabilities are given by TL = TR = 0.5.
From now on, for observables calculated for the MZI with
two sources, we drop the subscript indicating the presence of
the MZI and the number of working sources, the latter being
evident from the superscript ij for the type of particle i = e,h
emitted from SPSA and the type of particle j = e,h emitted
from SPSB. Here, we show the case where SPSA emits an
electron and SPSB a hole (neA = nhB = 1 and nhA = neB = 0);
the opposite case is shown in Appendix B 1.
Far away from the conditions tehd = 0 and σA = σB,
the two particles are emitted independently, such that the
electron emitted from SPSA is not in the vicinity of SPSB,
when a hole emission occurs at the latter. Then, the ex-
pression given in Eq. (22) reduces to the sum of the
separate contributions of the two sources, namely, for the
hole emitted from SPSB and transmitted at QPCR, TRihB(E),
and the electron term containing interference effects, given
in Eq. (13a).
The collision of an electron emitted from SPSA and a hole
emitted from SPSB at the position of the latter source (which is
equivalent to the absorption of electrons emitted from SPSA at
SPSB) can occur when the time difference tehd is of the order
of the width of the associated time-resolved current pulses
σA,σB. It leads to a cancellation of the contribution of the
current traveling along the lower arm in an energy-independent
manner, depending only on how accurately the absorption
conditions tehd = 0 and σA = σB are fulfilled. Equally, the
suppression of the interference part of the current takes place
in a way which is independent of the energy E. It becomes
evident also from Fig. 4, where the electronic part of this
spectral current is shown as a function of energy and of
the magnetic-flux dependent phase. Indeed, the amplitude
of the flux-dependent oscillations is suppressed with respect to
the case where tehd  σA/B, the latter being equivalent to the
case of an emission from A only, while source B is switched
off [see Fig. 2(a)].
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2. Collision of particles of the same kind
In the case where particles of the same type emitted from both sources are detected in one half period, we find for the spectral
current
iee(E,) = RLRRieA(E) + TLTRieA(E)Re
{
1 + 4σAσB
teed
2 + (σA − σB)2
− 2iσB t
ee
d − i(σA + σB)
teed
2 + (σA − σB)2
e−iE(t
ee
d +i(σA−σB))/
}
+RLTRieB(E) + TLTRieB(E)Re
{
1 + 4σAσB
teed
2 + (σA − σB)2
− 2iσA t
ee
d − i(σA + σB)
teed
2 + (σA − σB)2
e−iE(t
ee
d +i(σB−σA))/
}
−2γ ieA(E)Re
{
e−ie−iEτ
[
1 + 2iσB
teed + i (σA − σB)
(1 − e−iE(teed +i(σA−σB))/)
]}
, (23)
where we here show the electron part only; the hole contribu-
tion is given in Appendix B 1.
The classical part iee,cl(E) is given by the expression in
the first two lines of Eq. (23). Again, it reduces to the sum
of the single-particle contributions, namely, the sum of TRieB
and of the expression in Eq. (13b), when teed  σA,σB.
The resulting exponential behavior of the spectral current
is represented by the black (dashed-dotted line) in Fig. 5.
However, if the tuning of the emission times from SPSA and
SPSB is such that particles could collide at SPSB, in other
words, if there is an overlap of the time-resolved current pulses
emitted from the two sources and the difference of the emission
times teed is of the order of the width of the current pulses,
then energy-dependent oscillations occur in the classical part
of the spectral current on a scale given by the inverse of
the time difference /teed . This oscillation on top of the
energy-dependent exponential decay of the spectral current
is a result of the complex exponential factor in the last term of
the first two lines of Eq. (23). Importantly, its amplitude gets
suppressed for large time differences. Therefore, the amplitude
of the oscillations is largest close to the collision condition
teed = 0, while the frequency of the oscillations is reduced.
This behavior becomes apparent from the red (full) line in the
plot shown in Fig. 5 where damped oscillations are visible.
ie
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Classical part of the excess-energy dis-
tribution function iee,cl(E), in the regime where collisions between
particles of the same kind are possible depending on the time
difference t eed . We show the electronic contribution as a function of
the energy E in units of /σA. We take σA = σB and the transmission
probabilities are given by TL = TR = 0.5.
The oscillations of the blue (dashed) line are hardly visible
due to the small oscillation frequency. It is this complex
energy dependence at the scale /teed which leads to the
fact that the classical part of the energy-integrated, average
charge current is insensitive to collisions of particles at SPSB,
while an increase of the classical part of the energy current
is observed when two particles are emitted on top of each
other at SPSB [19]. This behavior is very different from the
energy-independent suppression of parts of the spectral current
in the regime of possible particle absorptions.
The interference contribution iee,int(E) is given by the third
line of Eq. (23) and it is shown in Fig. 6. Far from the collision
condition, this contribution stems from the signal emitted from
source A only, where it equals Eq. (13c). When the particles
from SPSA and SPSB are emitted such that collisions between
them are possible at SPSB, oscillations with two competing
time scales appear, namely, the time scale of the collision
condition teed and the time scale related to the detuning of
the interferometer τ . Again, oscillations on the energy scale
given by /teed are suppressed for large time differences teed .
Note once more that this is, however, very different from
the absorption case where the time scale of the absorption
condition enters in a fully energy-independent manner. For
an almost perfectly balanced interferometer τ  σA, the
interference contribution to the spectral current is shown as
a function of the energy and the flux-dependent phase in
Fig. 6(a), exhibiting slow oscillations on the scale /teed ,
where we here chose the case close to the collision condition
teed = 0.1σA. In Fig. 6(b), cuts through the three-dimensional
plot of Fig. 6(a) are shown as a function of energy for different
values of the phase . We compare these curves with the case
slightly farther away from the collision condition, where the
modulation on the energy scale given by /teed becomes more
obvious. Interestingly, the areas enclosed by the curves below
and above the energy axis [indicated by the green dotted line
in Fig. 6(b)] close to the collision condition teed = 0.1σA,
sum up to a value close to zero independently of the value
of the magnetic flux entering the phase . We will see in
Sec. IV B that this leads to a suppression of the interference in
the (energy-integrated) charge current, when the two sources
are adequately synchronized. However, as soon as the time
difference teed is increased while keeping the interferometer
balanced, τ ≈ 0, the sum of the enclosed areas becomes
flux dependent, as can be seen from the dashed lines in
Fig. 6(b).
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Interference part of the excess-energy
distribution function iee,int(E,) in the regime where collisions
between particles of the same kind are possible depending on the time
difference t eed . We show the electron contribution (a) as a function
of the energy E in units of /σA and the magnetic-flux-dependent
phase  close to collision t eed = 0.1σA and (b) as a function of the
energy E for three different flux values and for t eed = 0.1σA (full
lines) and t eed = 2σA (dashed lines). The interferometer is almost
perfectly balanced τ = 0.01σA, the pulse widths are assumed to
be equal σA = σB, and the transmission probabilities are given by
TL = TR = 0.5.
B. Charge current
The energy-dependent interference occurring in the previ-
ously studied spectral currents is equivalent to what is known as
a channeled spectrum from optics. The behavior of the charge
and energy currents, which are given by the energy averages
of the spectral currents multiplied by the charge, respectively
the energy [see Eqs. (8) and (9)] can therefore be understood
based on the previous investigations. Here, we start with the
presentation of the charge current which is found in one half
period in which an electron emitted from SPSA and a hole
emitted from SPSB are detected in reservoir 4 (namely, taking
neA = nhB = 1 and nhA = neB = 0), allowing for the absorption
of particles if tehd ≈ 0. The charge current is then given by
¯I eh
−e/T = RLRR + TLTR − TR − 2γ Re
{
e−i
× −2iσA
τ − 2iσA
(
1 − 2iσB
tehd + i (σA + σB)
)}
. (24)
We find that only the interference part of the charge current
is affected by the synchronization of the particle emission
from the two sources. The dependence of the spectral current
on the time difference tehd [see Eq. (22)] thus cancels out
in the classical part. The factor leading to the maximum of
interference for a balanced MZI, τ → 0, in the absence of
absorptions, and the factor suppressing the interference in case
of absorptions tehd , are of very similar nature, both leading
to a Lorentzian-type structure together with a phase shift at
the maximum/minimum of their contribution. This similarity
becomes also obvious when comparing Figs. 7(a) and 7(b)
which bring out the two effects.
The insensitivity of the classical part of the current to
absorptions as well as the suppression of interference can on
one hand be interpreted as the result of an energy average
of the spectral current given in Eq. (22). A physically more
insightful interpretation can, however, be given based on a
particle picture of the injected signals. As explained in more
detail in the beginning of this section (see also Ref. [22]), the
average charge current of each classical path is not affected
by an absorption; in other words, an electron and a hole carry
in total no charge independently of whether they recombine
in an absorption process or not. However, the absorption of
an electron by an emitted hole suppresses the fluctuations in
the charge current. This difference in fluctuations depending
on the arm that the particle emitted from SPSA took yields
which-path information leading to an interference suppression.
This suppression of fluctuations in the case of absorptions is
shown in a detailed study of the noise in Sec. V.
The charge current detected in the half period in which
holes emitted from SPSA can be absorbed at SPSB behaves
similarly as the one for the opposite case and it is given by
¯I he
−e/T = −RLRR − TLTR + TR + 2γ Re
{
e−i
× 2iσA
τ + 2iσA
(
1 − −2iσB
thed − i (σA + σB)
)}
.
(25)
The difference with respect to Eq. (24) is given by a sign
difference due to the contribution of oppositely charged
particles and by a different phase which enters both through
the factor stemming from the detuning properties of the MZI
as well as from the factor describing the synchronization of
particles. As a consequence from this phase shift between
hole and electron contribution, the charge current detected at
reservoir 4 during a whole period, does not vanish (even though
the total current injected into the MZI is zero) and it is given
by
¯I eh+he
−e/T = 2γ sin()
4σAτ
τ 2 + 4σ 2A
t2d + σ 2A − σ 2B
t2d + (σA + σB)2
+ 2γ sin() 4σ
2
A
τ 2 + 4σ 2A
4σBtd
t2d + (σA + σB)2
. (26)
Here, we assume that tehd = thed ≡ td for simplicity. Both
contributing terms depend on the energy-filtering properties
of the MZI due to finite detuning τ and on the synchronized
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Charge and energy current detected at reservoir 4 (output of the interferometer), with symmetric transmission of
QPCL and QPCR. (a) Charge current of an MZI fed by SPSA only, as a function of the MZI detuning τ in units of the current-pulse width σA
and as a function of the magnetic flux . (b) Charge current of a slightly detuned MZI, τ = 0.5σA fed by an electron from SPSA and a hole
from SPSB as a function of the time difference t ehd in units of the pulse width σA = σB and the magnetic-flux-dependent phase . (c) Charge
current of a slightly detuned MZI, τ = 0.5σA fed by an electron both from SPSA and SPSB as a function of the time difference t eeu in units
of the pulse width σA = σB and the magnetic-flux-dependent phase . (d)–(f) Energy currents for the same situations shown in (a)–(c).
emission of multiple particles leading to a modification of the
channeled spectrum of the device. The first of these terms
is finite only for finite detuning, the other one occurs only
when the emission of the two particles of opposite type is
slightly detuned td = 0. Interestingly, the latter term is finite
also when the detuning is zero: in this case, the total charge
current at the output of the MZI both due to SPSA alone and
due to SPSB alone would vanish. However, when the sources
are synchronized such that td ≈ σA,σB, the term survives
showing features due to two-particle effects in the dc charge
current.
We now consider the case where an electron from each of
the two SPSs arrives at the detector in the same half period.
The average charge current in this case is
¯I ee
−e/T = RLRR + TLTR + TR − 2γ Re
{
e−i
× −2iσA
τ − 2iσA
(
1 − −2iσB
teeu − i (σA + σB)
)}
. (27)
Also in the expression for ¯I ee, the classical contribution is
independent of the synchronization of the two sources; in
contrast, the interference part of the time-averaged charge
current is sensitive to the collision of particles at QPCR.
This can again be understood as an energy average of the
synchronization-dependent spectral current. Note, however,
that while the structure of the expression given in Eq. (27)
is very similar to the one for the absorption case, the
corresponding spectral currents have very different behaviors.
In particular, the fact that the time scale teed (for the emission
of an electron at SPSB on top of the one from SPSA) introduces
an energy-dependent oscillation into the spectral current is
important here: together with the energy-dependent oscillation
governed by the time scale of the detuning τ it leads to
features at the collision condition teeu ≈ 0, when the energy
integration of the spectral current is performed to obtain the
average charge current.
The interpretation of these facts is again more intuitive
when resorting to an explanation based on a particle picture.
When the electron emitted from SPSA travels along the upper
arm and the collision conditionsteeu andσA = σB are fulfilled,
it collides with the electron emitted from SPSB leading to the
transmission of exactly one electron to each MZI output. When
the electron emitted from SPSA takes the lower arm, the charge
in the two MZI outputs fluctuates due to the probabilistic
transmission at QPCR. This does not have an impact on the
average charge transmitted along each of the classical paths;
in contrast, it allows us to extract which-path information
from the fluctuations in the transmitted charge. The question
whether one particle arrives in each reservoir on average or
whether it is indeed exactly one particle in each period can
ultimately be clarified by considering the noise, which we
present in Sec. V.
Also here, the case where the other type of particles is
emitted from the SPSs (namely, a hole both from SPSA and
from SPSB) leads to a phase difference with respect to the
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case of two emitted electrons, yielding a finite current in the
reservoirs also when considering the total current of one full
period, if only τ or tiiu are different from zero.
The full general expressions for the charge current in the
case of collision and absorption are given in Appendix B 2.
C. Energy current
The results of the last section show the impact of absorp-
tions and collisions on the charge current and how they can be
explained either based on the structure of the spectral current or
on the occurrence of two-particle effects. Both interpretations
are clearly related to the energetic properties of the contributing
current pulses, motivating the following discussion of the
energy currents detected at the output of the MZI.
In the case where a particle emitted by SPSA can possibly be
absorbed at SPSB, the energy current in reservoir 4 is given by
¯J eh = 
2σAT (RLRR + TLTR) +

2σBT TR
−TLTR
(

2σAT +

2σBT
)
4σAσB
tehd
2 + (σA + σB)2
−2γ 
2σAT Re
{
e−i
( −2iσA
τ − 2iσA
)2
×
(
1 − 2iσB
tehd + i (σA + σB)
)}
. (28)
We see that the synchronization of the two particle sources
affects both the classical as well as the interference part of
the energy current. Let us start by considering the classical
contribution: while the emission of independent electrons
and holes leads to the emission of the same amount of
energy related to the width of the current pulse /2σA/B, the
absorption of a particle (which can occur when the particle
emitted from SPSA takes the lower MZI path) leads to an
annihilation not only of the charge, but also of the energy
current. The classical part of the energy current thus reduces
to RLRR/2σA + RLTR/2σB in the case of absorption in the
lower arm, namely, when tehd = 0 and σA = σB.
In the same way we see that the interference is suppressed
under the conditions tehd = 0 and σA = σB because if the
particle is absorbed along the lower path also the energy going
along with it does not fluctuate any more at the output and
the same coexisting interpretations as for the charge current
can possibly be employed, based on the wave and the particle
nature of the injected signal. Indeed, we find that the effect of
the collision is the suppression of the factor (−2iσA)2/(τ −
2iσA)2, which was found to be typical for the energy current
in the interferometer [see Eq. (17)]. The energy current in the
case of absorption is shown in Fig. 7(e) as compared to the case
of an MZI with a single working source shown in Fig. 7(d).
Results for the absorption of a hole, namely, the synchronized
emission of a hole from SPSA and an electron from SPSB, are
given in Appendix B 3.
Instead, the energy current in the regime where particles of
the same type are injected from the two SPSs such that they
arrive in the detector in the same half period is given by
¯J ee = 
2σAT (RLRR + TLTR) +

2σBT TR + TLTR
(

2σAT +

2σBT
)
4σAσB
teed
2 + (σA + σB)2
− 2γ 
2σAT Re
{
e−i
( −2iσA
τ − 2iσA
)2 (
1 − −2iσB
teeu − i (σA + σB)
)}
+ 2γ 
2σBT Re
{
e−i
−2iσA
τ − 2iσA
( −2iσB
teeu − i (σA + σB)
)2 }
. (29)
Also here we show the electronic contribution only; the general
expression is given in Appendix B 3. The classical part of
the energy current shows an enhancement when a particle
from SPSB is emitted on top of a particle emitted from SPSA
traveling along the lower arm since the two particles can not
occupy the same energy state, due to fermion statistics. This
enhancement occurs, hence, under the conditions teed = 0
and σA = σB ≡ σ and leads to the classical energy current
(RL + 4TLTR) /2σ . In contrast, the interference part of the
heat current is not affected by this event.
However, like in the case of the charge current, the
interference contribution to the heat current is sensitive to
possible collisions at the interferometer output taking place if
teeu ≈ 0. The interference term contains two contributions:
the first is suppressed when the two emitted particles can
collide at QPCR and one could be tempted to associate
it to the corresponding amount of energy of the colliding
particles. However, there is an additional term which appears
in the vicinity of the collision condition, which stems from
the additional oscillations of the spectral current related
to the energy scale which can be associated to the time scale
of the particle emission synchronization [see Eq. (23)].
Intriguingly, the energy current for two particles of the
same kind hence behaves rather differently from the charge
current: it has features both at the condition teed = 0 (classical
part) and at the condition teeu = 0 (interference part) and the
interference effects in the energy current do not get suppressed
under the collision condition (neither at QPCR nor at SPSB).
The collision at QPCR rather introduces a phase shift only,
which can be seen in Fig. 7(f). This behavior has the following
important implications.
The continued existence of the interference in the energy
current in the case of possible collisions at QPCR can obviously
not be explained within one consistent particle picture, as it was
done for the suppression of interference due to collisions in the
charge current. Indeed, when particles can collide at QPCR,
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fluctuations in the charge are suppressed while they persist in
the energy. Hence, if a particle picture could be used then it
would lead to an apparent separation of energy and charge
of the particles, namely, interference occurring in the energy
current while the charge current is flux independent. This
“paradox” in the particle interpretation of the energy-charge
separation as well as its alternative description by quantum
interference has recently been debated for spin-particle [64]
and polarization-particle [65] separation under the name
“quantum Cheshire cat” [66,67].
Finally, we notice that the enhancement of the energy
current when collisions at SPSB can occur could be considered
as a which-path information. It, however, turns out that this
does not influence the interference pattern neither in the charge
current nor in the heat current. Consequently, we find that the
coexistence of the interpretations of interference suppression
due to phase averages and due to multiparticle effects is to be
questioned when energy currents are taken into account.
V. TWO-PARTICLE EFFECTS FROM THE NOISE
In order to better understand true two-particle effects, it is
useful to consider the current noise that occurs in the cases
studied in the previous sections. Indeed, the noise carries
clear signatures of collisions of particles, as it was shown
theoretically [16,25,68] as well as experimentally [1,6] for the
case of the two-particle collider. The collision of particles with
the same energy at a beam splitter leads to a full suppression
of the partition noise since the two colliding particles are not
allowed to enter the same outgoing channel due to fermion
statistics. Equally, the full suppression of the noise in the case
of particle absorption in a two-sources setup without an MZI
has previously been calculated [19].
A. Noise of an MZI with one source
We start by considering the current noise produced by the
setup, when SPSB is switched off and particles are injected
into the MZI by SPSA, only. The current noise, for the half
period in which an electron emitted from SPSA arrives at the
MZI outputs, can then be written as
PeMZI,A
−e2/T = TRRR + TLRL − 4γ
2
+2γ (TL − RL) (TR − RR) Re
{
e−i
−2iσA
τ − 2iσA
}
−
(
2γ Re
{
e−i
−2iσA
τ − 2iσA
})2
. (30)
A similar expression is found for the hole contribution; see the
full expression in Appendix C. Due to the product of current
operators contributing to the noise, we here get contributions
for the first as well as the second harmonic in the magnetic flux.
Since only single particles are emitted into the interferometer
per half period it is quite intuitive that we should be able
to understand the noise as a simple product of currents. More
precisely, it should be proportional to a product of transmission
probabilities to the contacts at which the two currents are
detected.
In order to show that, we consider the charge current in
the detector [see Eq. (16)], and rewrite it in terms of effective
transmission probabilities T eff,e41 and T
eff,h
41 for electrons and
holes, ¯IMZI,A = −e(neAT eff,e41 + nhAT eff,h41 )/T , with
T
eff,e
41 = RLRR + TLTR − 2γ Re
{
e−i
−2iσA
τ − 2iσA
}
,
T
eff,h
41 = −RLRR − TLTR + 2γ Re
{
e−i
2iσA
τ + 2iσA
}
.
Extracting in an equivalent manner effective transmission
probabilities T eff,e31 and T
eff,h
31 from the current in contact 3,
we are indeed able to show that the noise of the MZI with a
single source can simply be written as
PMZI,A = −e
2
T
[
neAT
eff,e
41 T
eff,e
31 + nhAT eff,h41 T eff,h31
]
. (31)
This product form of the noise, shown in Eq. (31), is clearly not
expected to hold in the case where two particles are injected
into the interferometer from different sources and two-particle
effects will hence contribute to the noise. In order to better
understand the impact of two-particle effects, as discussed
in the following Sec. V B, the following interpretation of
the classical part of the noise, given in Eq. (30), turns
out to be useful. The classical part TRRR + TLRL − 4γ 2 =
(RLRR + TLTR)(RLTR + TLRR), stemming from the product
of the classical parts of the effective transmission probabil-
ities, results in the partition noise of the left and the right
QPC, TLRL and TRRR, and a mixed contribution −4γ 2.
Furthermore this can be rewritten as TRRR + TLRL − 4γ 2 =
TRRR + TLRL (TR − RR)2. It means that the classical part of
the noise is given by the partition noise of QPCR, TRRR, on
one hand, and the partition noise of QPCL in the presence
of QPCR, TLRL (TR − RR)2, on the other hand. The latter
shows that, in the absence of interference, QPCL only produces
partition noise if QPCR is not symmetric. Indeed, if QPCR
was symmetric, the probability of particles from SPSA to
be scattered into the reservoirs 3 and 4 was one half each,
independently of the transmission probability of QPCL, and
the partition noise of the latter would thus be invisible.
B. Noise of an MZI with two sources
In the following, we will consider the impact of two-particle
effects (absorption and quantum exchange effects) on the
charge current noise. Let us again start to consider the case
where possible absorptions might occur. This is the situation,
where indeed the interpretation based on an averaging effect
of the spectral current as well as the interpretation based on
the absorption of particles, carrying charge and energy, could
coexist to explain the occurrence or absence of interference
effects even when considering energy currents. In that case,
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the charge-current noise is given by
Peh
−e2/T = RLTL − 4γ
2 + 2RLTRRR + 2TLTRRR
(
1 − 4σAσB
tehd
2 + (σA + σB)2
)
+ 2γ (TL − RL) (TR − RR)
× Re
{
e−i
−2iσA
τ − 2iσA
tehd + i (σA − σB)
tehd + i (σA + σB)
}
−
(
2γ Re
{
e−i
−2iσA
τ − 2iσA
tehd + i (σA − σB)
tehd + i (σA + σB)
})2
. (32)
For the MZI with two sources, we again drop the subscript for the amount of working sources and the presence of the MZI. The
classical part of the noise, shown in the first line of Eq. (32), is partly suppressed by the absorptions. In particular, if the particle from
SPSA took the lower arm of the interferometer with probability TL and could hence get absorbed, the partition noise at the right
barrier created by particles coming from SPSA and the opposite type of particle coming from SPSB, 2TRRR, is fully suppressed.
What is then left from the classical part of the noise is given by RLTL − 4γ 2 + 2RLTRRR = 2RLTRRR + TLRL (TR − RR)2.
It equals the partition noise of the two particles at QPCR if the particle from SPSA took the upper arm, 2RLTRRR, and the
additional noise of the particle from SPSA at QPCL in the presence of QPCR, which can obviously not get affected by the
absorptions happening behind QPCL, TLRL (TR − RR)2. Also, the interference part of the noise gets fully suppressed by the
factor t
eh
d +i(σA−σB)
tehd +i(σA+σB)
, in the case of absorptions. The result for the noise thus fully confirms that the absorption condition leads to
a suppression of fluctuations at QPCR, yielding information on the path that a particle emitted from SPSA took in the MZI.
Finally, we consider the case where an electron emitted each from SPSA and SPSB can reach the reservoirs in the same half
period of the source operation. The charge-current noise takes the form
Pee
−e2/T = RLTL − 4γ
2 + 2TLTRRR + 2RLTRRR
(
1 − 4σAσB
teeu
2 + (σA + σB)2
)
+ 2γ (TL − RL) (TR − RR)
× Re
{
e−i
−2iσA
τ − 2iσA
teeu − i (σA − σB)
teeu − i (σA + σB)
}
−
(
2γ Re
{
e−i
−2iσA
τ − 2iσA
teeu − i (σA − σB)
teeu − i (σA + σB)
})2
. (33)
Equivalently to the absorption case, the behavior of the charge-
current noise corroborates the interpretation of the suppression
of interference effects in the charge current based on two-
particle collisions. Indeed, only when the collision condition at
QPCR is fulfilled, the classical part of the noise gets suppressed
by the contributions stemming from the partition at QPCR,
when the particle took the upper arm, allowing for collisions
at the output of the MZI. The remaining classical noise is then
given by 2TLTRRR + TLRL (TR − RR)2. At the same time, also
a full suppression of the interference part of the charge-current
noise is found.
Again, the results for the absorption of holes by electrons
emitted from SPSB and the collision of holes at QPCR are
shown in Appendix C.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we studied the charge current and charge-
current noise as well as the spectral current and the energy
current in an MZI which could be fed by either one or two
single-particle sources. When the MZI is fed by only one
source, SPSA, interference effects occur in all four quantities.
They are shown to be strongly influenced by the time scale
τ stemming from the detuning of the MZI. More precisely,
the detuning renders the interference contribution to the
transmission of the MZI energy dependent. At finite detuning,
this results (1) in a phase shift between the charge and energy
current and (2) in a finite dc charge current at each of the
MZI outputs, even though the amount of injected electrons
and holes is equal. We furthermore show that the suppression
of interference in charge and energy currents for large detuning
τ  σA, can be interpreted both as an averaging effect of the
interference features occurring in the spectral currents (which
represent the plane-wave contributions of the injected signals)
as well as through the particlelike properties of the injected
signal, namely, by the limited single-particle coherence length.
In a second step, we investigate the impact of the syn-
chronization of two SPSs, one of them placed in the center
of the lower interferometer arm, on the quantum-interference
effects. Also, the synchronization of the two sources is shown
to introduce new relevant time scales which are related to
the absorption or collision of particles at different places in
the MZI setup. These new time scales lead to a suppression
of the interference in the spectral current when the sources
are tuned to allow for absorptions of particles, or even to the
occurrence of additional energy-dependent oscillations when
the possibility of collisions of particles of the same type is
given. As a result of the occurrence of these new time scales,
manifestations of two-particle effects are already visible in the
dc charge current.
The absorption of particles at SPSB as well as the collision
of particles at QPCR lead to a suppression of interference in
the charge current. Our paper demonstrated that this can be
interpreted in two different manners: (1) the suppression of
interference can be understood as the result of an averaging
of the magnetic-flux-dependent contributions of the spectral
current. It can on the other hand (2) be explained by the
possibility of extracting which-path information from reduced
fluctuations due to two-particle effects (absorption and quan-
tum exchange effects). Our investigation of the noise properties
corroborates the possibility of a particle interpretation of the
interference suppression by showing that the absorption and
collision of particles indeed leads to a specific reduction of
fluctuations. However, this work also shows that the particle
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interpretation does not hold in the case of collisions, whenever
the behavior of the energy current is considered. We show that
the energy current behaves fundamentally different from the
charge current of electrons and holes displaying signatures of
interference when the charge current does not.
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APPENDIX A: SCATTERING MATRICES OF THE MZI
WITH TWO SINGLE-PARTICLE SOURCES
In the regime in which the SPSs are adiabatically driven,
the total dynamical scattering matrix for electrons/holes to be
scattered from reservoir β to reservoir α of the MZI, fed by the
two sources as described in Sec. II A, contains the following
matrix elements:
Sin,41(t,E) = SA(t − τu)rLeiφu(E)rR + SA(t − τd)tLSB
(
t − τd
2
)
eiφd(E)tR, (A1a)
Sin,42(t,E) = tLeiφu(E)rR + rLSB
(
t − τd
2
)
eiφd(E)tR, (A1b)
Sin,31(t,E) = SA(t − τu)rLeiφu(E)tR + SA(t − τd)tLSB
(
t − τd
2
)
eiφd(E)rR, (A1c)
Sin,32(t,E) = tLeiφu(E)tR + rLSB
(
t − τd
2
)
eiφd(E)rR. (A1d)
All other matrix elements have no relevance for the quantities studied in this paper. Similar expressions are found for the
corresponding elements of Sout,αβ(E,t).
APPENDIX B: SYNCHRONIZED TWO-PARTICLE EMISSION: EXPRESSIONS FOR THE SPECTRAL,
CHARGE, AND ENERGY CURRENT
1. Spectral current
In Sec. IV A, we present the spectral currents detected at the output of the MZI when both SPSs are working, leading to
the collision of (or the absorption of) electrons. Here, we complement this discussion by presenting the analytic results for the
spectral current in the case where a hole emitted from SPSA encounters an electron emitted from SPSB:
ihe(E,) = RLRRihA(E) + RLTRieB(E) + TLTR
[
ieB(E) + ihA(E)
] (
1 − 4σAσB
thed
2 + (σA + σB)2
)
− 2γ ihA(E)Re
{
e−ie−iEτ/
(
1 − −2iσB
thed − i (σA + σB)
)}
. (B1)
Furthermore, we find for the hole part of the spectral current in the case of possible collision of holes
ihh(E,) = RLRRihA(E) + TLTRihA(E)Re
{
1 + 4σAσB
thhd
2 + (σA − σB)2
+ 2iσB t
hh
d + i(σA + σB)
thhd
2 + (σA − σB)2
e−iE[t
hh
d −i(σA−σB)]/
}
+RLTRihB(E) + TLTRihB(E)Re
{
1 + 4σAσB
thhd
2 + (σA − σB)2
+ 2iσA t
hh
d + i(σA + σB)
thhd
2 + (σA − σB)2
e−iE[t
hh
d −i(σB−σA)]/
}
− 2γ ihA(E)Re
{
e−ie−iEτ/
[
1 − 2iσB
thhd − i (σA − σB)
(1 − e−iE[thhd −i(σA−σB)]/)
]}
. (B2)
In order to find the limit in which either SPSA or SPSB is switched off, it is enough to set σA → 0 (respectively, σB → 0). The
same applies for Eqs. (22) and (23).
2. Charge current
All expressions for the time-averaged charge current given in the main text in the regime where particles of opposite type
arrive in the detector from the two SPSs can be obtained from the general expression
¯I eh+he
e/T = RLRR
(
nhA − neA
)+ RLTR(nhB − neB)+ TLTR t2d + (σA − σB)2
t2d + (σA + σB)2
(
nhA − neA + nhB − neB
)
− 2γ Re
{
e−i
[
nhA
2iσA
τ + 2iσA
(
1 − neB
−2iσB
td − i (σA + σB)
)
− neA
−2iσA
τ − 2iσA
(
1 − nhB
2iσB
td + i (σA + σB)
)]}
(B3)
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by setting the respective particle numbers nik = 0,1. Here, we assume that the time difference tehd = thed ≡ td is equal for
electrons and holes. However, different collision conditions tijd can be obtained straightforwardly by adjusting them for each
contribution nik . The result for the MZI with a single SPSA is found by setting neB = nhB = 0. Also, σB equals zero if SPSB is
switched off.
The general expression for the charge current in the regime where particles of the same type arrive in the detector from both
SPSs is
¯I ee+hh
e/T = RLRR
(
nhA − neA
)+ RLTR(nhB − neB)+ TLTR t2d + (σA + σB)2
t2d + (σA − σB)2
(
nhA + nhB − neA − neB
)
− 2TLTR 4σAσB
t2d + (σA − σB)2
(
nhAn
h
B − neAneB
)− 2γ Re{e−i (nhA 2iσAτ + 2iσA − neA
−2iσA
τ − 2iσA
)}
+ 2γ Re
{
e−i
(
nhAn
h
B
2iσA
τ + 2iσA
2iσB
tu + i (σA + σB) − n
e
An
e
B
−2iσA
τ − 2iσA
−2iσB
tu − i (σA + σB)
)}
. (B4)
Also here we took teed = thhd ≡ td and teeu = thhu ≡ tu for simplicity.
3. Energy current
Similar to the case of the charge current, we only show a part of the different particle contributions to the energy current in the
main text. In this Appendix, we report the full expressions, where the same considerations for the different contributing particles
nek and nhk , and the time differences characterizing their synchronized emissions t
ij
u and tijd , apply, as it was explained for the
charge currents in Appendix B 2.
When the SPSs are tuned such that particles of different type emitted from the two sources arrive at the detector in the same
half period and hence absorptions can possibly occur, the general expression for the energy current is
¯J eh+he = 
2σAT
(
neA+nhA
) (RLRR+TLTR) + 2σBT
(
neB + nhB
)
TR − TLTR
(

2σAT +

2σBT
) (
neAn
h
B + nhAneB
) 4σAσB
t2d + (σA + σB)2
− 2γ 
2σAT Re
{
e−i
[
neA
( −2iσA
τ − 2iσA
)2 (
1 − nhB
2iσB
td + i (σA + σB)
)
+ nhA
(
2iσA
τ + 2iσA
)2 (
1 − neB
−2iσB
td − i (σA + σB)
)]}
. (B5)
For the regime in which collisions between particles can occur, we find
¯J ee+hh = 
2σAT
(
neA + nhA
) (RLRR + TLTR) + 2σBT
(
neB + nhB
)
TR + TLTR
(

2σAT +

2σBT
) (
neAn
e
B+nhAnhB
) 4σAσB
t2d + (σA+σB)2
− 2γ 
2σAT Re
{
e−i
[
neA
( −2iσA
τ − 2iσA
)2 (
1 − neB
−2iσB
tu − i (σA + σB)
)
+ nhA
(
2iσA
τ + 2iσA
)2 (
1 − nhB
2iσB
tu + i (σA + σB)
)]}
+ 2γ 
2σBT Re
{
e−i
[
neAn
e
B
−2iσA
τ − 2iσA
( −2iσB
tu − i (σA + σB)
)2
+ nhAnhB
2iσA
τ + 2iσA
(
2iσB
tu + i (σA + σB)
)2]}
.
(B6)
APPENDIX C: ANALYTIC EXPRESSIONS FOR THE NOISE
Finally, we consider the charge-current noise, stemming from the current-current correlator of the currents detected in
reservoirs 3 and 4. If SPSB is switched off and particles are emitted into the MZI only from SPSA, the total noise stemming from
electrons and holes is given by
PMZI,A
−e2/T = (TRRR + TLRL − 4γ
2)(neA + nhA)+ 2γ (TL − RL) (TR − RR) Re
{
e−i
(
neA
−2iσA
τ − 2iσA + n
h
A
2iσA
τ + 2iσA
)}
− neA
(
2γ Re
{
e−i
−2iσA
τ − 2iσA
})2
− nhA
(
2γ Re
{
e−i
2iσA
τ + 2iσA
})2
. (C1)
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The noise for the case of a possible absorption of a hole emitted by SPSA by an emission of an electron from SPSB is given by
Phe
−e2/T = RLTL − 4γ
2 + 2RLTRRR + 2TLTRRR
(
1 − 4σAσB
thed
2 + (σA + σB)2
)
+ 2γ (TL − RL) (TR − RR) Re
{
e−i
2iσA
τ + 2iσA
thed − i (σA − σB)
thed − i (σA + σB)
}
−
(
2γ Re
{
e−i
2iσA
τ + 2iσA
thed − i (σA − σB)
thed − i (σA + σB)
})2
. (C2)
For the noise in the case of the collision of two holes we find
Phh
−e2/T = RLTL − 4γ
2 + 2TLTRRR + 2RLTRRR
(
1 − 4σAσB
thhu
2 + (σA + σB)2
)
+ 2γ (TL − RL) (TR − RR) Re
{
e−i
2iσA
τ + 2iσA
thhu + i (σA − σB)
thhu + i (σA + σB)
}
−
(
2γ Re
{
e−i
2iσA
τ + 2iσA
thhu + i (σA − σB)
thhu + i (σA + σB)
})2
. (C3)
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